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Work Month breakfast event. Photo: Alex Tetrault.

Bike to Work Month Surpasses All Goals
by Jesse Wetzel
Jesse is a Program
Assistant at EnviroCentre.

F

or nearly a decade,
EnviroCentre has been
running Bike to Work
Month in hopes of increasing the amount of cycle
commuters in Ottawa.
It has been steadily growing every year
(from 2762 participants
last year to 4033 this year,
868 of which were new
to cycle commuting), with
this year surpassing every
goal set, bringing the
campaign to new levels of
success!
In total, participants logged 555,216 km,
which equates to almost
fourteen times around the
world, in just one month!

The number of teams increased from 208 to 251 and
there were more team prizes
than ever before.
EnviroCentre believes
that dramatic reductions in
Greenhouse Gas emissions
are achieved through inspired environmental action
and positive change. The
Bike to Work program is a
great example of this.
In May alone, participants offset 141,580 kg
of Greenhouse gases. This
is the equivalent of: burning
60,305 litres of gasoline; providing electricity for a home
for over 21 years; driving
555,216 km; or the amount
of energy needed to produce
10.65 tons of beef!
A large part of the
campaign is to raise awareness to about how easy and

convenient it is to commute
workshops about basic bike
by bike. One of the main ways maintenance, highlighting esto do this is by giving worksential skills for people who
place workshops to employare riding their bike every
ees.
day. The workshops prepare
This year EnviroCencyclists to have a safe and fun
tre hosted thirty five workcommute!
shops throughOn top of
out the city,
these great
which included In May alone, partic- results, the
ipants offset 141,580 general familinformation
about comkg of Greenhouse iarity with the
muter cycling;
program has
gases . . .the equiva- grown noticetips, tricks and
resources to
lent of burning 60,305 ably, and it is
make it as easy
litres of gasoline or apparent that
as possible for
the campaign
providing electricity has been gainpeople to start
commuting;
for a home for over ing a positive
teaching peoreputation
21 years.
ple how to use
throughout
the infrastrucOttawa. One
ture in town, and answering
of the Bike to Work Month
any questions about cycling.
staff member was even asked
There are also
by a fellow cyclist on her

commute if she was doing
Bike to Work Month!
EnviroCentre has
made great partnerships
with organizations like the
City of Ottawa, local bike
shops, and Mobi-O, who
run Bike Month in Gatineau. They promote and
encourage active transportation year round, but Bike
to Work Month is always
EnviroCentre’s favourite
time of year.
So far, over three
thousand new bicycle
commuters have hit the
streets of Ottawa thanks
to participating in Bike to
Work Month!

Did you participate in
Bike to Work Month?
Would you next year?
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From the Editor’s Desk: Irony
by KJ Norman
KJ Norman is the current
editor of the Peace &
Environment News, and an
avid - but unlucky - cyclist.

I

was hit by a car while preparing this edition of the
PEN.
Not literally while
creating the PDF that goes
to Butler Printing, of course.
That is a desk job, and it
would be quite the feat to be
hit by a car while working at
one’s desk.
Rather, I was cycling
between two obligations, my
laptop stowed on my back
rack so that I could use any
downtime I had to send article reminders, format images,
etc. I was cycling exactly as
recommended, wearing my
helmet, on a new bike with
all the appropriate lights and
reflectors, when I was struck
from behind by a driver who
simply did not see me. There
was no honking, no screech
of brakes. It took me awhile
to realize what was happening, and then to realize I
wasn’t dead.
My bike had taken
the worst of the impact, completely deforming the rear
wheel as it was knocked out
from under me. Both it and I
skidded some way down the
road.
To his credit, the driver did stop, helped me lock
my bike to a fence railing, and
gave me a ride the closest
emergency room. I wasn’t
sure how badly I was hurt at
the time, but I had several
knuckle joints pointing in odd
and painful directions.
At the ER, we exchanged information, and
after some frustrating interactions with a check-in clerk
who wouldn’t give me an ice
pack, I was treated reasonably quickly for a Friday evening emergency room visit.
I had two dislocated joints in my finger that
needed to be put back in
place, and a lot of road rash
and bruising. Nothing had
broken, except the bike. For
a few days, I had new bruises
and aches every time I woke
up, but eventually they started fading instead of getting
stronger, and I was on the
mend.
Various people,
neighbours and family members, on hearing I’d been hit
by a car, asked me why I’d
been cycling on the road. The

Want to Advertise in the PEN?

Interested in Adversiting in
the PEN?
Call 613-230-4590 and leave
a message, or email
info@perc.ca

trians, cyclists, mass transit
and other users also have
a safe and convenient way
fact that it is
to travel. Often that means
illegal to cycle
sharing. Sometimes it means
on the sidededicated lanes, or other
walk seemed
infrastructure. It’s more work
irrelevant to
to build a city this way, but
them. The
it’s also more inclusive and
fact that the
sustainable.
sidewalk is
The City of Ottawa
bumpy and
formally adopted a Complete
I’ve been
Streets policy in 2013, and
shouted at by
the expansion of cycling and
angry pedeswalking infrastructure we’ve
trians in the
seen in recent years is part
past for riding
of that. There are, howevthere were
er, many more incomplete
not persuastreets, and community
sive. Clearly
support will continue to be
the road is
important going forward.
unsafe. ObviFeedback on finished
ously, I’m in
complete street projects so
no position to
far has been positive, but
disagree.
construction and reduced
While
parking are challenges.
Ottawa has
Other Canadian Cities
come a long
have embraced complete
way in terms
streets, and wecan learn
of cycling
from their experiences as
infrastrucOttawa moves in this directure, there
I’m no expert, but I’m pretty sure bike wheels ar- tion. For more details on
is still much
en’t supposed to look like this. Photo: KJ Norman Complete Streets, the case
room for imstudy prepared by Sustainhind Complete Streets. Cities
provement.
able
Eastern Ontario is a good
did not organically grow to be
I can be safer riding on the
place to start.
sidewalk, but that’s not a good car-based - there was presThis edition of the
sure from car manufacturers
solution either. The sidewalk
PEN
contains
many stories
that shaped them that way.
is not designed for cycling. It
related
to
sustainable
transComplete streets policies look
is, as noted, bumpy, and often
portation issues. It is my hope
at the need people have to
filled with pedestrians (whom
that all ourstories do their
get from point A to point B,
it is designed for). While the
part in moving Ottawa toand see that just looking at
amount of damage a cyclist
wards greater safety, sustaincar traffic doesn’t paint the
can do is far less than that a
ability, and accessibility for
whole picture.
car can do, pedestrians have
all residents, no matter how
A complete street is
been killed and injured being
they get around town.
one designed so that pedesstruck by cyclists.
So cyclists are in a sort
of no-man’s-land: not safe on
the road, not safe on the sidewalk. Don’t misunderstand me
- I’m not launching into a rant
about the injustices endured
by cyclists. I also commute
by walking (a lot), and driving
(more than I would like to).
All modes of transportation should be safe: it
doesn’t need to be a competition. We can design cities that
maximize the number of ways
people of all abilities can get
The Complete Streets case study mentioned in this article is
around as safely and sustainavailable at
ably as possible.
www.SustainableEasternOntario.ca/our-work
This is the concept be-
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Creating a Community Sustainability Plan
for Hintonburg
by James Birtch
James is a founding member
of the Ottawa BioSphere Eco
Cities Initiative and regular
contributor to the PEN

T

hrough a project of
the Ottawa Biosphere
Eco-City (OBEC), the
people of Hintonburg created Ottawa’s first community
sustainability plan.
This promises many
benefits for people who live
or work in Hintonburg, including more harmony with their
environment, a healthier
neighbourhood, and a stronger sense of community. This
new plan is also a template
that could be applied across
the city, to engage all Ottawa
communities in sustainability.
Sustainability is defined by OBEC in a very simple way – using the resources
we need for a good life, but
leaving enough for others,
including future generations,
so they can have a good life
too. To make sustainability
easy to understand, OBEC
divides it into ten themes
that encompass all areas of

direct action – transportation, energy, design,
etc. - see obec-evbo.ca
for a complete list and
descriptions of these
themes.
These themes
also bring together
people with common
interests, such as those
interested in reducing
waste or promoting sustainable food. Using the
ten themes as a framework for activities in a
sustainability plan also
provides a broad range
of potential projects to
appeal to everyone’s
interests.
Creating and
applying a community
sustainability plan is a
The Transportation Group hard at work during community consultations for a Community Sussimple process. Meetings
tainability Plan in Hintonburg. Photo: James Birtch
are held in the target
community, at which
nity’s agenda for action.
everyone choose what they
to suggest. Excellent cofcommunity members
Projects in the plan
would like to do, and share
fee from the local Bridgeform ten groups to discuss
are of three types: things
what they are doing.
head and snacks from the
the themes under the guidthat
individuals
can
do
by
On
April
24-25,
2018,
Wellington West Business
ance of volunteer facilitators.
themselves, things that
over forty people gathered at Improvement Area (WWThey suggest key issues and
require community action,
the Hintonburg Community
BIA) added to enjoyment
projects for each theme, and
and
suggestions
for
local
Centre
to
create
input
for
the
of the task. Participants
suggestions are then brought
organizations
or
government.
sustainability
plan.
People
had such a positive feeling
together by OBEC volunteers
animatedly discussed issues
to create a sustainability plan, The plan is then distributed
widely,
with
the
request
that
and debated which projects
. . . . .continued pg 6
which becomes the commu-

Hello PERC Volunteer:
Julia Kolotylo - Promoting Sustainability in Ottawa
by Steffan Hammonds
Steffan writes regularly for
the PEN on volunteer and
sustainability issues.

J

ulia Kolotylo was introduced to the Peace and
Environment Resource
Centre for the first time at
the March 31st executive
meeting of the Ottawa
Eco-Talent Network (OETN).
She found out about volunteer opportunities at PERC
through her roommate
Jessica, who is also a PERC
volunteer and was featured
in a previous Hello Volunteer column.
Julia found the idea
of spreading news items
outside the mainstream and
managing a resource centre
were very appealing to her.
She wants to get more involved in the environmental
community and learn what
is being done at the city
level.
Julia has a bachelor’s degree in business
from Carleton University.

She travelled to China during
her third year and studied
Environmental Law, leading
her to become really interested in environmental protection. She began thinking
more about why it is so hard
for humankind to take a collective action on something
that is equally important for
all of us.
Julia’s position
at PERC is as a note taker
and writer. At an Ottawa
Eco-Talent Network meeting
supported by PERC, many
great ideas were discussed,
and her goal was to record
them, structure her notes
and present it in a summary
for future reference and use
by the participating organizations.
During her fourth
year at Carleton University,
Julia volunteered for the
European Student Association, a student club that is
designed to bring people together and share European
culture with everyone who
is interested. She currently
works at Carleton University as a research assistant
and is planning to enrol in

Peace and Environment News

a Master’s program. Julia’s
hobbies include listening to
indie music and classic rock
and roll, and she also enjoys
hiking and kayaking.
Julia believes that
PERC has a great purpose and
is worth supporting, especially considering that Ottawa, as a city, still has a long
way to go before it becomes
truly sustainable. Julia hopes
that PERC can become more
recognizable in the community and grow in terms of its
number of volunteers and
positive impact.

People featured in this
section are volunteers
with the Peace and
Environment Resource
Centre (PERC). If you’d
like to get involved, or
suggest a volunteer to
feature, call 613-2304590 or email
info@perc.ca.
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Julia got involved with PERC through her roommate, who also
volunteers. The No. 1 reason people don’t volunteer is because
no one asks them to - so go ahead and ask people in your networks! Photo: Julia Kylotolo
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Research Open House and Bug Day
at Central Experimental Farm Sept 9,
9am to 4pm. Research greenhouses
open.Demonstrations,
collections,
live interactive insect zoo and more.
http://friendsofthefarm.ca/event/
ordc-open-house-bug-day/

PLEASE CONFIRM EVENTS BEFORE
ATTENDING.

HAPPENING IN JULY
5th Annual Herb Walk – Pembroke
Waterfront. July 9th, 9:00 AM &
5:00 PM. Suggested donation $10,
proceeds to Women’s Sexual Assault
Centre of Renfrew County. Contact
info@valleynaturopath.ca for more
info.
The Unwasted Dinner Gets Mess-Y –
July 12, 6PM, Kingston ON. By Loving
Spoonful. Five course meal created
out of surplus food from CFB Kingston.
More info: www.lovingspoonful.org
Fair Ecosphere – July 13-15, Place
du Festivals, Gatineau. Kicks off at
7 PM July 13th with a documentary
screening. Exhibitors, presentations,
and an EcoLeader’s Evening on July
14th. Free admission. More info:
https://foireecosphere.org
Eco-Makers Market + Bunz Meetup
– July 14th, 10-2, Knox Presbyterian
Church, 120 Lisgar. A combination of
an eco-friendly maker’s market and
a meetup/networking session. Free
admission.
Ottawa Celebrates Africa – July
15th, 1-11PM, Bronson Centre. A
unique opportunity to experience
performances by some of the top
artists in Africa. This event aims to
showcase the beauty and diversity
in various African musical forms and
genres. More info at africanfestival.
org.
Ottawa Grant Writing Workshop – July
21. Ideas to Possibilities: be proactive
and learn about accessing grants for
your ideas. 2 Daly Ave. More info:
Eventbrite.ca, search Grant Writing
Workshop. Annual Ontario Natural
Homes Tour - Sunday Sept 30, 2018 10am - 4pm

Living City Green Infrastructure
Workshops, July 24 & 25, 6:30 PM.
Ecology Ottawa is hosting green
infrastructure workshops in Blackburn
Hamlet (July 24) and Pinecrest (July
25).Green roofs, living cities, flood
mitigation etc. https://ecologyottawa.
ca/events/calendar/

Yoga in the Meadow/Farm Tour, Sept
16, 11-4. Happy Tails Farm Sanctuary,
3225 Wilton Road, Harrowsmith,
ON K0H 1V0. Meet some of our
amazing sanctuary residents, take a
walk on, snooze in a hammockand
if you choose, take a yoga class in
the meadow with some really cool
animals! Tour by donation, Yoga $20.
613-217-2570 for info.

Ontario Natural Homes Tour - Sunday
HAPPENING IN AUGUST
Sept 30, 2018 - 10am - 4pm
Save the date of for the annual selfguided natural homes tour. The homes
Robot Missions Field Test – Westboro and buildings featured on the tour are
Beach. Aug 4, 10-12. Your chance to built using natural building methods
see a trash-collecting robot in action, such as straw bale, clay/straw,
operate it yourself and participate earthblock, cordwood, bio blocks,
in the design/improvement process. rammed earth, earth ships and other
Donations appreciated. More info: creative means. If you have a home or
building that you would like to feature
hello@robotmissions.org
on this year’s tour, please contact
Riverkeeper 4k swim – Aug 11 Ottawa Cheryl Keetch: ckeetch@webhart.net
Riverkeeper 4K Swim, August 11th,
8AM - Join us for an inter-provincial
swim in the Ottawa River in support
GROUPS
of swimmable, drinkable, and fishable
waters. Registration is open for
swimmers and volunteer paddlers! ActCity Ottawa. Social issues discussion
Info:www.ottawariverkeeper.ca/ and collaboration. Find us
on Facebook. Email: actcityottawa@
riverkeeper-4k/
gmail.com
Registration open until August 8th.
Art on the Farm, Sat Aug 11 (Rain
Date Aug 12), 10-4. Friends of the
Farm’s premier summer event Art on
the Farm showcases local and regional
artists. There isn’t a more beautiful
and peaceful setting in Ottawa than
under the luxurious canopy of the
Arboretum next to Building 72 on the
Central Experimental Farm. FREE to
the public, silent auction, food and
beverages will also be available.
Taste of Africa Fundraiser BBQ
& Bazaar – August 18, 11-6, 40
Colonnade Rd. African dishes, African
Arts, Hot dogs, Burgers...raising funds
to support the activities of NewLife
Project, a local shelter (Restoring Hope
Ottawa) and the education of students
Sierra Leone, Ghana, and Cote
d’Ivoire. Free admission. Info: info@
newlifeprojectinc.org, 613- 699-7205.

Ottawa the green capital of Canada. To
volunteer, or receive our e-newsletter,
visit <ecologyottawa.ca> or call 613860-5353.

Faith and the Common Good is a

8

We provide a free listing for notfor-profit events open to the public,
with a peace, enviroment, or social
justice focus. Due to Revenue
Canada regulations, we cannot
accept political advertisements.
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T

the quality of our air, reducing our
carbon footprint and lowering local
temperatures. More info: www.
carboncapturedayevent.com

The Environmental Health
Association of Ontario meets 3-4 times

a year. For dates and details on meetings
or for information please visit
<www.ehaontario.ca> or call our Help Line
at 613-860-2342.

Amnesty International Group 56
meets monthly. Call 613-445-3996.

Canadian Peace Initiative (CDPI) Ottawa Chapter meets at 7:30 pm on

the 2nd Tuesday of the month except for
the summer, at 91A Fourth Ave. <www.
departmentofpeace.ca> Call 613-3419216 or 613-276-6764.

Citizens Climate Lobby Ottawa

advocates for legislation to curb fossil
fuel emissions and move to low carbon
energy. CCL-Ottawa meets the Tuesday
following the first Saturday of each
month, 7-9 p.m. at members’ homes. For
information: ottawaccl@gmail.com,
mwesche@xplornet.com or 819-4591910 (leave message); www.facebook.
com/citizensclimatelobbyOttawa

Carbon Capture Day, Aug 25, 114, Mooney’s Bay Park. How can we
reduce the heat in the ambient air?
Ecology Ottawa is a grassroots nonprofit
By systematically using vegetation - organization working to make
absorbing carbon dioxide, improving
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multi-faith environmental network
working with faith communities in
Ottawa. Regular networking events,
Greening Sacred Spaces. <http://www.
greeningsacredspaces.net/> Email:
ottawa@faith-commongood.net

The Greenspace Alliance of Canada’s
Capital works to join individuals and

citizens’ groups to protect significant
green spaces in the national capital
area. Members include scientists,
journalists and economists. Visit <www.
greenspace-alliance.ca> Call 613-7390727
or
email
contact@
greenspacealliance.
ca.

Human Powered Vehicle Operators
of Ottawa meet every Sunday at 6
pm at the Red Pepper, 434 Bank (at
Gladstone). Info: hpv/tricolour.net

The Indigenous Peoples Solidarity
Movement - Ottawa (IPSMO) is a
grassroots organization that supports
indigenous peoples in struggles for
justice. <www.ipsmo.org> Email:
ipsmo@riseup.net

Just Voices choir: an activist choir

that sings songs about peace, the
environment, women, and other social
justice issues. New members welcome.
Practices Wednesdays at 7 pm. from
September to June at the Bronson
Centre, 211 Bronson Ave. See www.
justvoices.ca for more information.

Maison Tucker House Children’s
camps, courses, retreats, rentals,
eco-programs. < www.maisontuckerhouse.ca/>
No One Is Illegal - Ottawa. <http://

noii-ottawa.blogspot.ca/> email
<noiiottawa@gmail.com> A coalition
of immigrants and allies that advocates
and fights for the rights, dignity, and
respect of immigrants and refugees,
indigenous peoples, and those living
without status in Canada.

NOWAR/PAIX <http://www.nowarpaix.
ca> Email: nowar.paix@gmail.
com

The National Capital Peace Council of
the Universal Peace Federation upf.org
meets for a complementary vegetarian
breakfast at 7:30 am on the last Tuesday
of every month to hear presentations by
other peace-minded groups. For more
information please call 613-218-1431,
or thestring@rogers.com

One World Arts. <www.oneworldarts.
ca> Call 613-238-4659.

OPIRG-Carleton resource library

and working groups. 326 Unicentre,
Carleton University. <http://www.
opirgcarleton.org/> Call 613-520-2757.
The OPIRG-Ottawa Resource Centre.
Room 215 Unicentre, University of
Ottawa. <http://www.opirg-gripo.ca/>
Call 613-562-5800 x4363/4365. Ottawa

Peace and Environment News
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Ottawa Eco-Talent Network

connects professional advisors with nonprofits in need of expert advice. Become
an advisor, or apply for help with a project.
www.oetn.ca

The Ottawa Biosphere Eco-Cities
Initiative (OBEC) provides a convenient

drop-in/drop-out model of volunteering
on local sustainability projects. Get
involved in something you care about.
www.obec.ca

The Ottawa Organic Farmers’
Market year-round, Saturdays, 10

a.m.–2 p.m. at Canada Care, behind
Canadian Tire, Bank at Heron. <www.
oofmarket.ca> Call 613-826-2286.

Ottawa South Eco-Action Network

is a community group active in the
Mooney’s Bay area. Based on the Ecology
Ottawa model of grassroots action on
climate and ecology issues. https://www.
facebook.com/OttawaSouthEcoAction/

Physicians for Global Survival 30

Cleary Ave, Ottawa. <www.pgs.ca>
Call 613-233-1982 - Working on nuclear
disarmament.

The Population Institute of Canada
a group concerned with the effects of
world overpopulation. <www.piofc.ca
> Call 613-833-3668 or Email: mail@
populationinstituteofcanada.ca

Call 613-234-0806.

August 2018

RESULTS Canada meets on the 2nd

Wednesday of each month to take
action on an issue related to absolute
poverty. The world’s poor desperately
need advocates in the rich
world. <www.results-resultats.ca> Call
Larry 613-829-4310.

S

Transition Ottawa helping to face the
challenges of Peak Oil/Climate Change
by encouraging practical solutions on
a local scale. <http://transitionottawa.
ning.com/>

The Utne Reader Salon Discussion
Group meets monthly. Call Andrew
613-259-5704.
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Vegetarians and Vegans of Ottawa
have a veg*an (vegan and vegetarian)
meetup twice a month. <www.
ottawaveg.com>
World Federalists Movement Canada
<www.worldfederalistscanada.org>
Call Monique 613-232-0647 or Email:
wfcnat@web.ca
Water Rangers
Citizen Science to protect our local
waterways. Borrow a test kit. <www.
waterrangers.ca>

Raw Vegan Potlucks in the Glebe at
St. Giles Church held the last Friday
of each month. <www.SimplyRaw.ca>

Web Watch:
Affordable Transit
& Housing
by Steffan Hammonds

Steffan writes regularly for the PEN on
volunteer and sustainability issues.
AFFORDABLE TRANSIT
Making Voices Count
www.makingvoicescount.ca
The most vulnerable Ottawa residents
need a City Council who will work
towards a city for all—a city where
everyone has access to affordable
transit. OC Transpo provides a critical
link for people who have limited
choices—including the young, elderly,
people with disabilities and lowerincome residents. When everyone
has access to affordable transit,
it contributes to Ottawa’s social
wellbeing and economic success.
Communities thrive when people can
move around easily. OC Transpo has
made a commitment to apply the City
of Ottawa Equity and Inclusion Lens
to all its services to make sure no one
is excluded. Research has shown that
affordable transit promotes increased
economic development and increases
participation in the labour force.
When transit prices have gone up, the
rate of transit use has declined.
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OC Transpo’s new EquiPass
https://ottawa.ca/en/news/octranspos-new-equipass-offersaffordable-transit-option
Eligible residents can now apply
for OC Transpo’s EquiPass, a new
affordable monthly transit pass that
provides a lower-priced transit option
for individuals or families who live on
low incomes. The pass is priced at $57
per month, providing a 50 per cent
discount on a monthly adult transit
pass. A single adult using the EquiPass
will save $56.75 each month, or $681
each year.
AFFORDABLE HOUSING
City of Ottawa Affordable Housing
Unit
The Affordable Housing Unit works
with both the private and not-forprofit sectors on the development
of affordable housing in an effort to
advance the objectives of the City’s 10
Year Housing and Homelessness Plan
in four areas of business:
1. Delivering the Investment in
Affordable Housing (IAH) for Ontario
Program, which may include

September 2018
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New Affordable Rental Housing,
the Ontario Renovates Program,
and Homeownership Down Payment
Assistance.
2. Facilitating the development of
affordable housing by identifying
and negotiating ways to improve
housing affordability for low income
households, including negotiating
and advocating with other levels of
government, community agencies,
etc.
3. Developing and managing funding
and incentive programs to support
the development of affordable
housing by leveraging other
resources, including federal and
provincial funding, private funding,
land and other equity.
4. Developing community capacity
by brokering partnerships in the
community to transfer and share
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knowledge, skills and expertise,
as well as to leverage additional
resources to increase the supply of
affordable housing.
REMI Network
https://www.reminetwork.com/
articles/new-affordable-housingcoming-to-ottawa/
The federal, provincial and municipal
governments announced that they
are investing over $74 million to
create more than 675 affordable
housing units throughout the city
of Ottawa. The announcement took
place at an official opening for a new
affordable housing development built
in partnership with the Multifaith
Housing Initiative. The development
will provide 98 affordable apartments,
including 10 accessible units.
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World Federalism: Needed Now More than Ever
World Federalists is to identify where progress is possible,
and to pick the issues, the
pressure points for change
Fergus is Executive
where gradual steps can be
Director of the World
taken toward the larger goal.
Federalist Movement in
The challenges
Canada and a long time
for
World
Federalists have
PEN reader.
changed since the organization was founded in 1947.
ore than any time
At that time, the focus was
in world history,
mainly on whether new globwe are one world.
al institutions were adequateFinding the means, the legal
ly addressing problems of
and political structures, to
peace.
adequately and democraticalWorld Federalists
ly address global problems, is
were concerned that the new
one of the greatest political
United Nation’s structure,
challenges of our time.
which gave the power to
With so many world
veto binding Security Council
leaders seemingly dead set
resolutions to the five victoriagainst multilateralism and
ous powers from the Second
the rule of law, where does
World
one begin? Is progWar
Multilateralism:
an
ress possible?
(China,
international relaThe World
France,
Federalist Movement tions term reffering
the Soviet
- Canada (WFMC)
Union
to an alliance of
is a not-for-profit
(now
research, education countries working
Russia),
and advocacy organi- together towards a
United
zation that supports
Kingthe application of the common goal. Ex:
dom and
principles of federal- The United Nations
United
ism to world affairs,
Sustainable
DevelopStates),
in order that global
would
governance becomes ment Goals.
not
more equitable, just
lead the
and democratically accountorganization, as its Charter
able.
prescribed, to reliably “mainThat’s a huge, some
tain international peace and
might say over-broad, missecurity.”
sion for a small-to-mediumToday, more than two
sized NGO. The challenge for

by Fergus Watt
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decades after the end of the
Cold War, global communications, finance and technology
tie us to each other and the
Earth. The need for more
effective and accountable
global governance has never
been clearer.
Some of WFM Canada’s current programs and
recent activities include:

UN2020 Initiative
The UN2020 Initiative
is generating support at the
United Nations for making the
organization’s 75th anniversary summit in 2020 an occasion for stocktaking, renewal
and reform for the organization.
WFMC plays a coordinating role, working with
partner organizations including CIVICUS , The Stimson
Center and the International
Secretariat of the World Federalist Movement – Institute
for Global Policy. Although
many large governments are
presently cutting back their
support for the UN, there is
a large number of member
states that want and need a
stronger multilateral system.
Many of these
governments have recently
spoken at the UN General
Assembly in support of a decision to establish a multilateral
preparatory process for 2020.
A first resolution mandating
a formal intergovernmental
process would be adopted
in September 2018. A subsequent resolution would set
out the “modalities” for a
2020 summit process.

Canada and
UN Peacekeeping
Canada was once
a world leader in UN peace
operations. However, years
of decline meant that Canadian personnel contributions
dropped to less than fifty
individuals.
The Trudeau government campaigned on
a promise to return to UN
peacekeeping, but Canada’s re-engagement – an
announced pledge (August
2016) of 600 troops, 150
police, and $450 million went
unfulfilled for two years.
At the time of last
November’s Peacekeeping
Ministerial Meeting in Vancouver, WFMC’s “Canada and
United Nations Peacekeeping” volume of expert essays
had a media and policy impact. In early 2018 a Canadian
UN Parliamentary Assembly
commitment of six helicopters and 250 personnel was
The international
announced for MINUSMA
campaign for the establish(the acronym of a UN operament of a Parliamentary
tion in Mali).

Assembly at the UN is an
effort toward a step-by-step
democratization of the organization. Over 1540 parliamentarians (including 50 in
Canada’s House of Commons
and Senate) have endorsed
the campaign’s International
Appeal. Such a chamber could
be created at the UN without
amending the Charter.
It would transform
the UN from a body of nation-states to a more cosmopolitan organization, one that
also includes a meaningful
role for citizen representatives. Several regional
parliaments (e.g. the European Parliament, Pan-African
Parliament, Latin-Americal
Parliament, the Parliament
of Mercosur) have all passed
resolutions calling for a parliamentary body at the UN. The
support is growing.
At the WFMC website (www.wfmcanada.org/),
readers can sign up and
subscribe for free monthly
TakeAction and E-news bulletins, and also find additional
information on membership
(which includes a subscription
to Mondial, a twice-yearly
bulletin), and other political projects and campaigns
carried out in Canada and
internationally.

versity provided two PhD
students on scholarship
from Malawi to evaluate
the process and be a part of
that sixteen of them volunthe project team.
teered to form a follow-up
The resulting
committee to monitor impleHintonburg Community
mentation of projects in the
Sustainability Plan is an
community.
important achievement. It
Many organizations
demonstrates a simple botprovided very welcome
tom-up process to gather
support to make this initiaideas for sustainability, it
tive happen. The Hintonburg
shows how a framework
Community Association
for cooperation can achieve
(HCA) sanctioned the work
quick results, and it engagand provided meeting space.
es people in creating the
future
of their
Habitat was one of the topics of discussion during the communiown
ty consultation phase. Photo: James Birtch
community.
from the OBEC website
contact OBEC (secretariat.
Copies
(http://obec-evbo.ca/hintonottawabec@gmail.com) to
of the
burg-community-sustainabililearn more about creating a
Hintonty-plan).
sustainability plan for their
burg
Anyone
wo
considarea.
Commuers themselves part of the
nity Sustainability Hintonburg community is
PENgagement: keep an eye
encouraged to tell OBEC (and
Plan and
on our blog (www.perc.ca/
PERC!) what projects they are
impleblog) and social media for
working on, or what stummenbling
blocks
they’ve
come
updates
on how things are
tation
accross.
going with implementing
strategy
Members
of
other
the projects suggested in
are availOttawa
communities
who
OBEC members James & Colleen with the Malawian students who helped devel- able for
the Hintonburg Community
op the Hintonburg Community Sustainability Program displaying their results in download are interested in duplicating
Sustainability Plan
this community approach can
Art’s Park. Photo: OBEC
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The HCA, along with local
groups Sustainable Eastern
Ontario (SEO), and the West
End Well Community, also
helped find fifteen volunteers
to facilitate discussions.
These organizations, as well as Councillor
Jeff Leiper, the Wellington
West BIA, Transition Ottawa,
and the Kitchissippi Times
publicized the community
meetings. In addition, local
businesses and churches put
up flyers and attended the
discussions. Carleton Uni-
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Electric Buses 101
by KJ Norman
This article was produced
based on information
provided by the Healthy
Transportation Coalition
as part of their support of
this issue.

W

hen considering
electric vehicles, the most
common sticking points
include upfront cost, lack
of charging infrastructure,
and concerns about range
and battery performance in
cold weather. Not surprisingly, the concerns are the
same for cities considering
electric buses.
Fortunately,
these issues are relatively
straightforward to overcome. A major report by
Bloomberg NEF looked
at electric buses around
the world, and paints an
encouraging picture for the
future of sustainable mass
transit.
Internal combustion engines are, we know,
bad for the environment
and human health. Tailpipe
emissions are a leading
cause of poor urban air
quality, and of course burning fossil fuels has many
well known problems.
Taking a moment
to think about the many
moving parts a modern
engine needs to work properly, and the fact that it is
essentially powered by lots
of explosions, it becomes
easy to see how a battery
system would take less
wear and tear and require
less maintenance as well.
Given concerns
about urban air pollution,
it comes as no surprise that
China is the world leader
in producing and using
electric buses. As a large
country with extensive
manufacturing infrastructure, China is also a logical
place for this technology
to flourish, and indeed it
seems the Chinese hope to
emerge as a leading world

supplier of electric buses.
Currently roughly
99% of electric buses in use
for municipal transit are in
China, but that is not to say
that many other countries are
not utilizing the technology.
Many European countries
have significant numbers of
electric busses in use, lead
by the UK, Germany, and the
Netherlands. These pioneers
allow other areas considering the technology to look at
some real world numbers and
make informed decisions.
Cost
According to the
Bloomberg analysis, when
comparing total cost of ownership (TCO), even the least
financially efficient electric
buses (meaning the largest
battery vehicles combined
with the most expensive
charging options) are cost
comparable to conventional buses. Even better, most
bus/charging combinations
are less expensive over the
lifespan of the vehicle, and
the costs of both batteries
and charging technology are
continuing to drop.
Upfront cost - of the
buses and for installation of
charging stations - remains
a serious consideration for
many cities. Ottawa is a relatively wealthy city, with perhaps a greater tendency than
most to plan long term thanks
to the concentration of federal agencies and employees
working here. Hopefully this
means we’ll be able to make
a smart long term decision
despite the upfront costs, but
for many cities worldwide the
resources simply aren’t there
to allow that decision.
Manufacturers and
policy makers are awareof
this though, and novel financing models like battery leasing
and bulk district purchasing
are being tried with good
results.
There is also hope
that with increased awareness of the extended benefits
(for example, reduced healthcare costs due to improved
air quality), more provincial

winter passengers
will be wearing
outdoor clothing
this may be less of
an issue.
Having even a
little bit of current
running through
a battery helps it
warm up and work
more effectively
- perhaps small
solar chargers on
bus roofs could
provide this current?
Other standard efficiency
Layover points such as this one next to Baseline Station could potentechniques (like
tially double as charging station for E-buses. Photo: PERC
limiting speed,
accelerating and
and federal support for electage of the greater efficiency
deceleration
slowly, etc.)
trification of public transit will of electric buses. Picture key
can
also
improve
range on
emerge - if perhaps not right
East-West routes covering
electric buses.
away. This doesn’t even conmany kilometers between
Even when they
sider CO2 emissions savings.
Kanata or Orleans and the
are
not
running
efficiently,
central city area, and the
batteries
are
still
more
Range & Charging
large daily travel distances beefficient than gas or diesel
come obvious.
engines in terms of conBeing stranded
verting potential energy
without access to a charging
Cold Temperatures
into distance travelled,
facility is one fear considered
by prospective electric car
Batteries perform less and that conventional
vehicles are less efficient
owners. Fortunately, in a
effectively in cold weather.
in the cold as well.
municipal transit system, this This is well known, and anyLike many areas
doesn’t need to be an issue.
one who often uses a mobile
of
sustainability,
making
Many charging
device has probably noticed
the
switch
to
electric
options are available, the
they don’t hold a charge as
buses will require some
most common of which are
well in the winter. This has
adjustment and perhaps
a combination of overnight
to do with the chemistry of
a change of mind frame
charging in garages or parkbatteries, and lower temabout how driving and
ing lots, along with “top up”
peratures slowing chemical
transit infrastructure
stations at major hubs that
reactions. However, the fact
work. However, the techprovide a power boost during that Norway uses electric
nology solutions are out
layovers.
buses should provide some
Other options include assurance that this problem is there, and improving all
the time. It can also be a
battery swapping systems
not insurmountable.
gradual transition
along major routes, underThere are several ays
Electric and conground induction chargers
to mitigate the effects of cold
ventional
buses drive and
that passively top up baton electric vehicles. Precondipark
on
the
same roads
teries at transit stations and
tioning the battery by having
and lots, so it is relatively
layover points, and overhead
the vehicle turn on slightly
easy to start the transition
charging systems (similar to a before it is needed (most
streetcar).
electric cars have an option to with a few pilot routes.
Planning and running a
As a bonus, it turns
do this automatically) is very
out that the greater the
helpful. In the winter this has public transit system is
average distance travelled
the added benefit of allowing already complicated - why
by a bus in a day, the greater
for pre-heating the passenger not make it more sustainable as it evolves?
the cost savings over time,
area.
compared to busses that run
Since the heating in
on fossil fuels. With a transit
a conventional vehicle comes
The Bloomberg NEF analysystem, it is relatively easy
from the wasted energy of
sis is available for free onto plan for charging stations
the internal combustion enat optimal points across the
gine, electric vehicles can’t be line. It can be downloaded
region serviced.
heated the same way. Owners here: https://data.bloomberglp.com/bnef/sites/14/2018/05/
Given that Ottawa is
of electric cars recommend
Electric-Buses-in-Cities-Report(geographically) the largest
dressing warmly keeping the
BNEF-C40-Citi.pdf, or you can
city in Canada, we are in an
heat low to improve range,
write to PERC to request
ideal situation to take advanbut in a bus where most
a copy.

Electric Buses - Editor’s Note: some groups have rightly raised
concerns about China’s record of human rights and environmental
issues in relation to manufacturing. It will be important for
international pressure to push for the best working conditions for
Chinese workers as well as environmentally sound practices as this
industry develops.
Likewise, there are issues around the extraction of resources used
for battery production, what happens to batteries at the end of their
designed lifespan, and other concerns. While these may be small
compared to issues around conventional vehicles, they are worth
considering. Share your opinions by writing to pen-editor@perc.ca.
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A Drought Resistant Landscape is a Less Demanding Yard
the things that becomes dry
first is our lawns, especially
in a severe drought where
Katherine Forster works at
watering has been restricted,
the Ottawa Chapter of Faith
making it difficult for local
& the Common Good which
communities and residents to
is promoting Sustainable
take care of their properties.
Gardening Options for Faith
There are two pre& Spiritual Communities and ventive measures that help
Local Congregations
our lawns become more
drought resistant when done
ummer is here and for
regularly. They are: waterOttawa this usually
ing once a week or less to
means a few weeks of
encourage deeper roots, and
hot sunny days with little
“grass cycling”.
rain in the forecast. One of
When it is
time to water the
lawn, do it early in
the morning, which
allows more water
to soak into the soil
and less to be lost
through evaporation.
Use the tuna can
method of gauging
the amount of water
needed – place an
empty tuna can on
your grass and once
the can is filled, you
know that your lawn
is watered for the
week.
The practice
Thyme used as an alternative ground of grass-cycling cover. Photo: Katherine Forster
leaving the clippings

by Katherine Forster

S

on the lawn to break down
- creates a healthier, more
resilient lawn in general.
This does not cause thatch
as some may think; an unhealthy lawn builds up thatch
itself. This practice also puts
less demands on our municipal services as there is less
yard waste to collect.
The natural cycle of
grass is to go dormant in the
summer. For many institutions that have large lawns,
this doesn’t leave the property looking its best. Mixing
in a native grass seed like
Perrenial Ryegrass (which is
disease-resistant, drought tolerant and germinates quickly)
or Clover seed (an essential
part of lawn seed mix in
the past) can help with this.
Clover not only stays vibrant
longer than non-native turf
grass, it also adds a bit of biodiversity to lawns and helps
fertilize the soil.
It’s easy to buy a bag
of seed and introduce a new
type of ground cover to the
current grass, which will help
it become more weather-resilient.
While grass can
survive droughts by going

dormant, many trees become stressed with lack of
water unless they are specific
drought-resistant species. It’s
hard to tell that trees are suffering however, as they show
very few visible signs during
dry periods. Many times this
type of stress is only visible
the next season as die back
or less vigorous growth.
Conifer trees may become
patchy, with dead needles not
replaced in the next season.
When a tree has been
stressed, it is less healthy
overall and more susceptible
to disease. Get to know your
trees and give those that
are not drought-resistant a
good deep soak once a week
(especially while they are still
young and establishing). It’s
easier to replace a few plants
than a large and well loved
tree.
Make your garden
beds more drought resistant
by considering the watering
needs of purchased plants.
Use native perennials which
are adapted to local conditions and offer lower-maintenance options in terms of
watering, disease resistance
and fuss, especially in areas

that are hard to reach. Mix
a variety together that will
bloom at different times to
add interest and colour to
the garden, and add native
ground cover or mulch so that
less weeding is needed.
Or get curious about
what grows in your yard and
welcome a few blooming
weeds! They could be a native plant and offer an “easy
to care for” option.
Even when there is no
drought,landscapes that relies
on less water are a good thing
- requiring less attention, less
effort and less demand on
municipal services and local
resources. See if you can
make a few changes to your
garden this year!
To find out more about
sustainable options for your
garden, visit the Faith & Common Good Outdoor Greening
webpage and download our
free resources:
www.faithcommongood.org/
sacred_green_spaces_taking_a_look_at_your_property_in_a_whole_new_way

From the PERC Archives: More Images from PERC’s
History

Above: Is this
volunteer smiling
because that’s a
new computer?

Right: We often
ask readers to
send photos of
themselves reading the PEN when
they travel - but
we don’t usually
mean through
time.
Going through items in the PERC office, very few had the year
printed on them - I guess we felt it wasn’t needed? This was a
particularly vintage piece.
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